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The New Barbarism
SOUTH AFRICA ENDED 1963 with a greater amount of speculation
about 1964 than a new year usually brings. Understandably, for it
was a terrible year to look back on: the Poqo trials, Rivonia, "90
days", Sobukwe and Robben Island. The forward-looks predicted
no advance by the forces of freedom in South Africa; for never
have they been so seemingly weak and failing, after a year of Mr.
Vorster.

What Mr. Vorster does not understand, however, is that the
harder he attacks the opposition (in which we obviously do not
include the 'official opposition' in Parliament), the weaker his own
position becomes. "We are on top of the situation" he has told the
press, explaining why he must retain the '90-day' clause of the
General Laws Amendment Act. What he has done is to gaol, exile
and ban the great body of the country's intellectual leadership, and
to force the growth of a new crop, of a leadership of men and women
who expect no quarter from him and will give none. He has given
cause for unity in the opposition such as has never existed before,
and a great hope for 1964 is that solid work will be accomplished
to bring together all opposition groups against the common enemy.
By showing that he will resort to any bestial and unjust course to
defeat his political enemies he has ended any thought in the minds
of the anti-apartheid camp that he and his kind may be dealt with
at worthy political opponents.

Above all, he has introduced a new barbarism to South African
.public affairs, thus establishing the moral superiority of his enemies'
position beyond any question, even in looking-glass South Africa.
And it is this that will destroy him.
SOMEONE ONCE SAID that the tragedy of the White South Africans is
not that they are such bad people, but that they are such good
people, who yet behave as they do. As has been pointed out in these
pages, the Whites' morality of survival allows extremes of action that
repel adherents to the Black morality of fulfilment. If White
South Africans are good people let them stop at this new extreme
of action, called Vorsterism. Only the withdrawal of White support
for Vorsterism can destroy the new barbarism quickly and peace
fully. If they do not, it will be destroyed by means that may prove
more destructive than our social fabric can withstand.

The year 1964 will bring change, or the beginnings of change to
South West Africa, will see a Transkei which may move from its
present comic-opera political setting to starkest tragedy, and may
show that a boycott of South Africa can be effective, perhaps even in
a single commodity. But the inner core of our peoples' thinking
will not be moved markedly by these events. The Whites' awareness
of what Vorsterism is and what it is doing to our country can have
a greater, more lasting effect than all these great events.

It is too much to hope that White South Africa will yet conquer its
fears of Black domination and revenge sufficiently to allow a real
turning away from apartheid, Nat or UP-style. Vorsterism is a dif
ferent matter. In opposing Vorsterism White South Africa could
begin its trek from survival to fulfilment.
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